MONTHLY OFFICER MEETING
FEBRUARY 2021
MEETING OVERVIEW

• PLENTY OF CONTENT – ASK FOR CLARIFICATION IF NEED-BE

• CHAT FEATURE, TEXT & EMAIL MONITORING

• MEETING IS RECORDED – LINK TO BE POSTED ON CLUB SPORTS SITE & SENT VIA EMAIL WHEN AVAILABLE

• PLEASE RESPOND WITH ITEMS WE ARE REQUESTING

• SHARE INFORMATION WITH MEMBERS – POWERPOINT SLIDES ALSO ON WEBSITE
WELCOME TO SPRING 2021

WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW CLUBS & OFFICERS

• BADMINTON
  • BRAD S. - BAD
  • CYNTHIA L. - BAD
  • GWENIVERE E. - BAD
  • JAE H. - BAD
  • MAYA J. - MBB
  • DEANNA R. - WBB
  • JOSEPH W. - BJJ
  • JOHN L. - FENCE
  • EVAN H. - GOLF
  • BENNETT W. - GOLF
  • EMALYN M. - KWMA
  • BISHOP Y. - KWMA
  • JARRETT S. – OFF. ASSOC.
  • GAVIN T. – SKI/SNOW
  • EVAN P. – SKI/SNOW
  • JOHN W. – TAB TEN
  • SAM S. – TAB TEN
  • CAMERON H. – TAB TEN
  • ETHAN K. –TAB TEN
  • ALAN B. - TENNIS
  • JACOB B. - BARBELL

• GOLF
• SKI & SNOWBOARD
• TABLE TENNIS
• WARHAWK BARBELL CLUB

APOLOGIES IF WE MISSED ANYONE
PRACTICE SCHEDULES

NOW AVAILABLE ON THE CLUB SPORTS WEBSITE

• **3rd Quarter & Intended Pods**
  - WIAC Starting Competitions This Week
  - Gym 1 and Gym 4 – What Does This Mean For Clubs?

• **4th Quarter Intended Schedule**
  - Post-Spring Break TBD

• Outdoor Space and Intended Opening

• Shoes On Indoor Gym Floors

• Communicate Practice Intentions
PRACTICE ISSUES

- POLICIES HAVE NOT CHANGED – WILL GO OVER NEXT SLIDE
- PODS EXPLAINED
- OPEN REC EXPECTATIONS – ANY CONCERNS? TELL US
- INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
PRACTICE POLICY REMINDERS

- AS MENTIONED, PODS OF 10 – WANT AN INCREASE? EXCEPTION REQUEST
- POD NUMBERS INCLUDE INSTRUCTORS/COACHES
- TESTING NOT REQUIRED FOR PRACTICES
- ATTENDANCE POLICY CHANGE – NEW DEADLINE OF 2 PM FOLLOWING DAY TO REPORT
- FACE COVERINGS AND DISTANCING WHEN ABLE
- VIOLATIONS WILL BE MARKED AS WARNINGS/STRIKES EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY – SEMESTER TRIAL PERIOD OVER

ALSO UPDATING THE ATTENDANCE REPORTING POLICY
RETURN-TO-ACTION PLANNING

THE FOLLOWING CLUBS INDICATED INTEREST IN HAVING A SEASON (EXTERNAL):
- AIKIDO, BASE, MBB, WBB, BOWL, DG, FISH, GOLF, MLAX, OAC, POWER, MRUG, SKI & SNOW, SOFT, TEN, MULT, MVB, WVB

THE FOLLOWING CLUBS INDICATED DESIRE TO INCREASE PRACTICE CAPACITY:
- BAD, MBB, WBB, BJJ, MRUG (OUTSIDE), MSOC (OUTSIDE), WSOC (OUTSIDE) MULT (OUTSIDE)
- LET’S DISCUSS WHAT THIS MEANS (ANTICIPATED FOR SOME CLUBS TO HAVE CONCERNS)

NO REQUESTS/INTENTIONS REPORTED FROM:
- BILL, CYCLING, DUCKS, ESPORTS, FENCING, FITWELL, K/WMA, WLAX, OFF, PAINT, WRUG, TAB TEN

SOME ACTIVITY ASSUMED – IF ANYTHING NEEDS TO CHANGE, PLEASE CONTACT MATT RIGHT AWAY
LOW-RISK CLUBS

AS DEFINED BY THE NCAA’S “RESOCIALIZATION OF COLLEGIATE SPORT” – DECEMBER 2020 UPDATE

• BADMINTON
• BILLIARDS
• BOWLING, MEN
• CYCLING
• DISC GOLF
• DUCKS UNLIMITED

• ESPORTS
• FENCING (W/ MASK)
• FISHING
• FITWELL
• GOLF
• OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION

• OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
• PAINTBALL (W/ MASK)
• POWER/WEIGHTLIFTING
• SKI & SNOWBOARD
• TABLE TENNIS (SINGLES)
• TENNIS
INTERMEDIATE-RISK CLUBS

AS DEFINED BY THE NCAA’S “RESOCIALIZATION OF COLLEGIATE SPORT” – DECEMBER 2020 UPDATE

• AIKIDO/MA
• BASEBALL
• BRAZILIAN JIU JITSU
• FENCING (NO MASK)
• KARATE/WMA
• LACROSSE, MEN
• LACROSSE, WOMEN
• PAINTBALL (NO MASK)
• SOCCER, MEN
• SOCCER, WOMEN
• SOFTBALL
• TABLE TENNIS (DOUBLES)
• ULTIMATE FRISBEE, MEN
• VOLLEYBALL, MEN (W/ MASK)
• VOLLEYBALL, WOMEN (W/ MASK)
HIGH-RISK CLUBS

AS DEFINED BY THE NCAA’S “RESOCIALIZATION OF COLLEGIATE SPORT” – DECEMBER 2020 UPDATE

- BASKETBALL, MEN
- BASKETBALL, WOMEN
- RUGBY, MEN
- RUGBY, WOMEN
- VOLLEYBALL, MEN (NO MASK)
- VOLLEYBALL, WOMEN (NO MASK)
SPRING 2021 POLICIES

SPECIFIC TO CLUB SPORTS – SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME

- COVID TESTING POLICY
- TRAVEL POLICY
- HOSTING POLICY
- ALL POLICIES WILL BE POSTED TO THE CLUB SPORTS WEBSITE
  TRAVEL AND HOSTING POLICIES CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW
  (PASSED WITH A FEW MODIFICATIONS THAT MUST BE MADE)
JOINING US LIVE?
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ASK A QUESTION BY TURNING ON THE MICROPHONE/VIDEO OR BY USING THE WEBEX CHAT FEATURE

WATCHING THE RECORDED MEETING?
SEND QUESTIONS TO clubsports@uww.edu, SchneideMD30@uww.edu, CALL US OR USE THE GROUPME THREAD
EXCEPTION REQUESTS

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS AND WHERE WE CURRENTLY STAND

- WHAT ARE EXCEPTION REQUESTS AND HOW CAN I ACCESS?
  - REQUESTS TO APPROVE EXCEPTIONS THE CURRENT UW-WHITEWATER EVENTS POLICY
  - NO FORM FOR THIS – COMMUNICATE WITH MATT

- MATT & OFFICERS WILL WORK TO AUTHOR REQUEST
  - CAN SEND LANGUAGE AND NATURE OF REQUEST TO MATT
  - MATT WILL WORDSMITH AND SUBMIT FOR YOU
  - YOU WILL RECEIVE COPY FOR REVIEW BEFORE SUBMISSION

- MATT WILL DISCUSS WITH ATHLETICS & REC COMMITTEE REP, WHO PRESENTS ON OUR BEHALF EVERY FRIDAY AT NOON (MATT WILL SHARE RESULTS ASAP)
  - DUE TO HIGH VOLUME OF REQUESTS ACROSS CAMPUS, REQUESTS MUST BE SUBMITTED BEFORE END OF DAY EACH TUESDAY
UPCOMING REQUESTS

AND ANTICIPATED TIMELINES

• LOW-RISK CLUBS CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW: (BOWL ALREADY APPROVED)
  • DG, ESPORTS, FISHING, GOLF, OAC, POWER, SKI & SNOW, TEN, WEIGHT

• UPCOMING: INTERMEDIATE CLUBS:
  • AIKIDO, BASE, BJJ, MLAX, MSOC, WSOC, SOFT, MULT, MVB, WVB

• UPCOMING: HIGH-RISK CLUBS:
  • MBB, WBB, MRUG

• EXPECTED TO KNOW MORE BY MONDAY, FEB. 8 (MAY BE ASKED TO MAKE MODIFICATIONS)

• SPECIFIC REQUESTS FOR EVENT HOSTING MUST BE MADE ON AS-NEEDED BASIS – IF YOU INTEND TO HOST, GET REQUESTS AND DATES TO MATT NOW
IF EXCEPTIONS ARE APPROVED

NEXT STEPS FOR IF YOUR OPERATIONS WILL BE EXPANDING

• MATT WILL LET YOU KNOW

• TEAM MUST ATTEND SEASON EXPECTATIONS MEETING (REQUIRED)
  • EOC-MANDATED TERM OF APPROVAL

• MAY NEED TO DEVELOP/REVIEW TESTING POLICY
  • PRACTICES MAY ALSO REQUIRE SUPERVISION – MATT WILL TAKE CARE OF THIS

• IT IS ASSUMED CLUB WILL BE ABLE TO EXPAND PRACTICE OPERATIONS
  • EXAMPLES INCLUDE BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL

• PRACTICE ATTENDANCE STILL REQUIRED AND GET PAPERWORK IN
IF NOT REQUESTING EXCEPTION

OR IF YOUR CLUB’S EXCEPTION REQUEST IS NOT APPROVED

• BUSINESS & OPERATIONS THE WAY THEY HAVE BEEN SINCE SEPTEMBER
• IF REQUEST DENIED, NO APPEAL PROCESS
• MAY BE ABLE TO SUBMIT A DIFFERENT REQUEST IN THE FUTURE ON DIFFERENT GROUNDS/BASIS
• DO NOT COMPLAIN – STAY POSITIVE AND KEEP MEMBERS ENGAGED
CURRENT EVENTS SCHEDULE

• AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE

• UPDATE YOUR PRESENCE PAGES

• HAVE AN EVENT? WE NEED TO KNOW – NO EXCEPTIONS, EVEN IF EVENT IS VIRTUAL

• EVENT PAPERWORK – FOR FORMS, ALL EVENTS REQUIRE TRAVEL ITINERARY & ROSTER – EVEN IF HOSTING

• REMEMBER, NO FANS
STATE AND REGIONAL UPDATE

• MOST (IF NOT ALL OTHER) INSTITUTIONS NOT ALLOWING CLUB PRACTICES, LET ALONE COMPETITION

• WE KNOW THESE ARE DIFFICULT TIMES, BUT PLEASE UNDERSTAND WHAT UW-W IS TRYING TO DO TO HELP YOU OUT

• MEMBER CONCERNS AND ATTITUDES – PLEASE DIRECT THEM TO MATT
FINDING OPPONENTS

• YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR FINDING OPPONENTS, BUT WE CAN HELP MAKE PHONE CALLS TO OTHER CLUB SPORTS PROFESSIONALS

• DO NOT PUT OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN A BAD POSITION – IF CLUBS ARE OUT, CLUBS ARE OUT AND THAT MUST BE ACCEPTED – IF YOUR CLUB HELPS OTHER CLUBS BREAK THEIR POLICIES, YOU WILL BE DISCIPLINED

• INTRASQUAD TOURNAMENTS, CAMPS, ETC.

• NON-CLUB ORGS

• REMEMBER, IM SPORTS ARE HAPPENING (MORE ON THIS LATER)
MISSING FORMS

As of Friday, January 29 – Pay attention to list

• We will verbally share missing forms – pay attention

• If we don’t have it on-file, we don’t have it – please don’t reply “But I turned that in”

• WBB, Bowl, Cycling, Fish, Golf, K/WMA, Off. Assoc., Ski & Snow, Soft, Tab Ten

• Forms available on the Club Sports website

• Please turn in ASAP
FORM EXPECTATIONS

• WE MUST COMPLY WITH RECOGNITION STANDARDS

• ALL CLUBS MUST HAVE MEMBERSHIP ROSTER TURNED IN WITH AT LEAST SEVEN MEMBER WAIVERS

• NO FORMS? WE WILL NOT PURSUE YOUR EXCEPTIONS, APPROVE YOUR SEASON, ETC.

• NEW MEMBERS? GET WAIVERS IN OR WILL GO STRAIGHT TO STRIKE TWO

• WRITE IN PEN AND KEEP FORMS LEGIBLE AND WRINKLE-FREE
NEW GOOGLE DOC

SHARED WITH ALL ACTIVE CLUB PRESIDENTS

• WANT TO SEE STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS AND THEIR FORMS? NOW YOU CAN!

• REQUEST ACCESS FOR MORE OFFICERS? LET US KNOW

• MUST USE UWW NETID AND PASSWORD TO VIEW FORM

• THIS SHARED DOCUMENT CURRENTLY NOT POSTED TO CLUB SPORTS WEBSITE, JUST EMAIL (MAY BE CHANGING THIS SOON)

• STAY ON TOP OF THIS
DRIVER AUTHORIZATION

• DO IT AND GET IT OUT OF THE WAY

• ALLOW TIME FOR APPROVAL

• OUT-OF-STATE DRIVERS (NON-WI RESIDENCE)

• EVEN IF NOT TRAVELING, DO IT, IT’S GOOD FOR 12 MONTHS

• REMEMBER, WE CANNOT AUTHORIZE DRIVING – WE CAN ONLY SEE WHO IS APPROVED (AND SO CAN YOU)

• HOW IT WORKS – WEBSITE & RESOURCES
• ONLINE INTEREST FORMS STILL TRICKLING IN – PRESIDENTS RECEIVE FORM COPIES FORWARDED FROM MATT AND ARE EXPECTED TO FOLLOW-UP

• WE’RE RECEIVING REPORTS CLUBS ARE NOT FOLLOWING UP

• EVEN IF THAT’S NOT TRUE, FOLLOW-UP AGAIN ANYWAY

• TAKE AS MANY MEMBERS AS YOU CAN GET RIGHT NOW

• FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY AND YOUR FUTURES!
JOINING US LIVE?
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ASK A QUESTION BY
TURNING ON THE MICROPHONE/VIDEO OR
BY USING THE WEBEX CHAT FEATURE

WATCHING THE RECORDED MEETING?
SEND QUESTIONS TO clubsports@uww.edu,
SchneideMD30@uww.edu, CALL US OR USE
THE GROUPME THREAD
CLUB SPORTS UPDATES

MEMBER OUTREACH

• INFORM YOUR MEMBERS OF WHAT IS GOING ON (WE CAN HELP)
• SUGGESTIONS AND FEEDBACK
• 2021-22 RECOGNITION – BE ON THE LOOKOUT
• 2021-22 ELECTIONS – START RECRUITING
• LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY
CLUB SPORTS UPDATES

GOVERNING BODY MEMBERSHIPS & PAYMENTS

• GETTING EMAILS/COMMUNICATION INQUIRIES FROM YOUR GOVERNING BODY? MAKE SURE YOU READ – MATT REVIEWS BUT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR FOLLOW-UP

• SOME GOV. BODIES ASKING FOR RETURN-TO-PLAY DATES – RESPOND ACCORDINGLY (OUT OF STATE TRAVEL MAY NOT APPROVED BASED ON LOCATION)

• WE WILL NOT PAY MEMBERSHIP THIS YEAR IF THERE IS NO REASON TO. IF FUTURE MEMBERSHIP IS CONTINGENT ON PAYMENT, WE WILL CONSIDER, BUT MUST BE FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE

• CAN PLAY INDEPENDENTLY IF YOU NEED TO
• PLEASE FOLLOW PROCEDURE TO GET INTO YOUR EQUIPMENT IN THE WC EQUIP. ROOM (REVIEW)

• NO DOOR CODES CAN BE USED

• KEYS HAVE CHANGED – ASK BUILDING SUPERVISOR

• ESKER 108 OPERATIONS REMAIN THE SAME

• BRING SECOND PAIR OF GYM SHOES – LOCKER ROOM FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN WC AND ROSEMAN AT NO COST TO YOU
CLUB SPORTS UPDATES

STATE OF WISCONSIN CONFERENCE & EMPLOYMENT INTEREST

• LOOKING INTO STARTING STATE OF WISCONSIN CLUB SPORTS CONFERENCE
  • SPECIFIC SPORTS/ACTIVITIES UNKNOWN
  • KEEP TRAVEL AND COSTS LOW
  • MATT WOULD BE CO-COMMISSIONER
  • LOOKING TO START 2021-22 AY BUT NO PROMISES
  • CAN STILL BE PART OF OTHER GOV. BODY IF YOU’D LIKE
  • OTHER SPECIFICS UNKNOWN AT THIS TIME, BUT ASK MATT QUESTIONS
  • IF INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE OR BEING PART OF THIS, LET MATT KNOW

• HIRING STUDENT COORDINATOR POSITION(S) FOR 21-22 AY
  • INTERESTED? TALK WITH MATT OR MADDIE
  • HOPING TO HAVE POSITION(S) FILLED BEFORE SPRING BREAK
INTRAMURAL SPORTS UPDATES

NOW ACCEPTING REGISTRATIONS

• ACTIVITY REGISTRATIONS ONGOING FOR:
  • BADMINTON
  • BAG TOSS
  • BILLIARDS
  • BOWLING
  • HORSE
  • TABLE TENNIS
  • TENNIS
  • VOLLEYBALL

• WANT MORE TEAM BONDING OPPORTUNITIES? TALK TO MATT ABOUT DISCOUNTED TEAM ENTRIES

• ALSO HIRING OFFICIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS
INTRODUCING THE "UW-W REC SPORTS" APP

IM SPORTS REGISTRATIONS
WEIGHT ROOM RESERVATIONS
UNIVERSITY FITNESS RESERVATIONS
GROUP FITNESS RESERVATIONS
POOL RESERVATIONS

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
PERSONAL TRAINING DETAILS
CLUB SPORTS INFORMATION
HOURS OF OPERATIONS
& MUCH, MUCH MORE

USHERING IN A NEW ERA OF REC SPORTS

FREE TO DOWNLOAD

FOLLOW REC SPORTS

Download on the
App Store

GET IT ON
Google Play
REC SPORTS UPDATES

WHAT’S NEW WITH REC SPORTS?

• **REC SPORTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA**

• **CLUB SPORTS GENERAL PAGES NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE**

• **HAVE SOME ITEMS YOU’D LIKE US TO PROMOTE? LET US KNOW!**
CLUB SPORTS UPDATES

WEBSITE REVIEW AND UPCOMING ITEMS

• **KNOW YOUR RESOURCES**
  • WANT TO BE PART OF A FORM REVIEW TEAM? LET US KNOW

• **UPCOMING DATES REVIEW**

• **NEXT MONTHLY MEETING – MON., MARCH 1**
  • 5:30 PM VIA WEBEX – WATCH FOR EMAIL, TEXTS, ETC. FOR REMINDERS
  • ALL ARE WELCOME

• **WE WILL BE EXPECTING A MONTHLY REPORT FOR FEBRUARY**
  • DO NOT TURN IN NOW – WAIT UNTIL END OF MONTH
  • STRIKES WILL BE HANDED OUT FOR MISSING PAPERWORK STARTING END OF FEBRUARY
JOINING US LIVE?
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ASK A QUESTION BY
TURNING ON THE MICROPHONE/VIDEO OR
BY USING THE WEBEX CHAT FEATURE

WATCHING THE RECORDED MEETING?
SEND QUESTIONS TO clubsports@uww.edu,
SchneideMD30@uww.edu, CALL US OR USE
THE GROUPME THREAD
CONTACT US

KEEP US IN-THE-LOOP AND COMMUNICATE OFTEN – MEMBERS CAN CONTACT US, TOO

MATT SCHNEIDER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
SchneideMD3@uww.edu
100 WILLIAMS CENTER
262-472-5654 (DIRECT OFFICE)
850-980-1816 (CELL)

MADDIE CUMMINGS/BRI ENGLAND
STUDENT COORDINATOR/STUDENT ASSISTANT
clubsports@uww.edu
262-472-1145 (FRONT DESK)

IN-PERSON OR WEBEX MEETINGS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
OFFICE HOURS

WHEN WE’RE AVAILABLE IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE
PREFERRED TO COMMUNICATE DURING THESE TIMES WHEN APPLICABLE

• BRI
  • TUESDAYS: 2-5 P
  • WEDNESDAYS: 9-11 A
  • THURSDAYS: 1-3 P

• MADDIE
  • MONDAYS: 9-10:30 A
  • TUESDAYS: 3:30-5:00 P
  • WEDNESDAYS: 9-10:30 A
  • THURSDAYS: 9:30 A – 12:00 P
  • FRIDAYS: AS-NEEDED

• MATT
  • MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
  • NO SPECIFIC TIME, BUT USUALLY AVAILABLE BETWEEN 9A-6P (FRI. 3P)
  • PLEASE SCHEDULE IN-ADVANCE; WALK-INS NOT PREFERRED
  • IN-PERSON OR WEBEX FINE
COMMUNICATION

• WE HAVE PLENTY OF WAYS TO GET YOU INFORMATION
• MONITOR TEXT, GROUPME AND EMAIL REGULARLY
• ALL OFFICERS SHOULD BE AWARE OF COMMUNICATION EXPECTATIONS
• WE EXPECT RESPONSES AND UPDATED INFORMATION
• WE TRULY HAVE THE BEST INTENTIONS TO HELP
CONTACT US

MATT SCHNEIDER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
SchneideMD3@uww.edu
100 WILLIAMS CENTER
262-472-5654 (DIRECT OFFICE)
850-980-1816 (CELL)

MADDIE CUMMINGS/BRI ENGLAND
STUDENT COORDINATOR/STUDENT ASSISTANT
clubsports@uww.edu
262-472-1145 (FRONT DESK)

KEEP US IN-THE-LOOP AND COMMUNICATE OFTEN – MEMBERS CAN CONTACT US, TOO

IN-PERSON OR WEBEX MEETINGS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
MEETING RECAP

- PRACTICE SCHEDULE & EXPECTATIONS
- RETURN-TO-PLAY PLANS & UPDATED CLUB SPORTS POLICIES
- EXCEPTION REQUESTS TO BE SUBMITTED
- MEMBER FORMS, OUTREACH & PLANNING
- STATE OF WISCONSIN CLUB SPORTS CONFERENCE – WE WANT YOUR INPUT
- REC SPORTS, IM SPORTS & CLUB SPORTS UPDATES

PLEASE ASK IF YOU NEED ANY CLARIFICATIONS
MONTHLY OFFICER MEETING
FEBRUARY 2021